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Statement of Thesis 
The epigenetic process of RNA-guided chromosomal rearrangement, readily observed in 
ciliates, present a profound example of extensive genomic regulation. Although the ciliate is a 
lower eukaryotic organism, it performs the most elaborate DNA rearrangements (Mollenbeck et 
al., 2008). The ciliate possesses a unique binuclear genome. Ciliate genetic material is contained 
in a somatic macronucleus (MAC) and a germ-line micronucleus (MIC). The MAC is 
transcriptionally active, and contains only coding DNA sequences, called macronuclear destined 
sequences (MDSs). In contrast, the MIC is not transcriptionally active, and contains lengthy non-
coding internally eliminated sequences (IESs), that are not found in the MAC. These non-coding 
sequences are found intermittently between MDSs in MIC chromosomes. MDSs may exist in the 
MIC chromosomes in an incorrect (scrambled) order, and they may also be positioned backwards 
(inverted). Post conjugation, RNA copies of MAC DNA act as templates to guide recombination 
between two chromosomal locations. These locations are marked by short nucleotide sequences 
called pointers. Recombination results in the excision of IESs and the rearrangement of MDSs. 
This process effectively converts the MIC DNA into new, functional MAC DNA (Cavalcanti et 
al., 2006). An understanding of IES regulation in ciliates may yield a greater understanding of 
the mechanisms and importance of human TE regulation, an epigenetic process with powerful 
implications in human genetics. 
A special combinatorial model, called an assembly graph, is used to depict the 
topological braiding required to produce a recombination product. This mathematical model is 
used to demonstrate the conformation a chromosome may take in order to perform multiple 
parallel arrangements. In an assembly graph, chromosomes are represented linearly, with MDSs 
and IESs marked. MDSs are labeled numerically according to the final order they take in the 
somatic-line nucleus. Scaled models can be used to produce assembly graphs which take into 
account not only MDSs order, but also distance between segments. These models reveal 
biologically feasible parallel pathways and indicate areas where DNA structural hindrance 
mandates multiple recombination steps. On an assembly graph, a vertex indicates a location 
where RNA-guided topological braiding occurs, resulting in DNA recombination. Removal of 
these vertices is called ‘smoothing’ the graph, and is analogous to the completion of 
recombination and disassociation of the RNA template. Thus a graph smoothing represents the 
end result of recombination. Graph smoothing rearranges MDSs properly, and allows for the 
circular excision of IESs. Circular excision of IESs is a process that has been demonstrated 
biologically (Angeleska et al., 2007). 
Recent advances in ciliate genetics make it possible to examine ciliate genes on a more 
intimate level. The development of the Princeton Ciliate MDS/IES Database 
(http://oxytricha.princeton.edu/dimorphism/database.htm), which hosts the nucleotide sequences 
of 32 ciliate chromosomes, gives information about the length, location, inverted, and/or 
scrambled/unscrambled status of the sequences on each gene. With this information, it is now 
possible to closely study each gene and construct assembly graphs to discover potential parallel 
recombination pathways. Our goal is to determine the maximum number of parallel 
recombination events that are biologically feasible..  
 
Methods 
Eleven of the most complex ciliate MIC chromosomes were selected for analysis. 
Physical models were constructed following a scale of 50 nucleotide base pairs per inch. These 
models were used to incorporate biological constraints into the proposed pathways. It has been 
demonstrated that DNA molecules of lengths as short as 94 base pairs may circularize (Cloutier 
et al., 2004). Shorter segments of DNA may fragment. Thus the length of certain recombining 
DNA segments places constrains on the possible conformations that the chromosomes may take 
in order to perform rearrangements. Combinatorial analysis was used to determine the longest 
polygonal paths possible in each chromosome. Assembly graphs were then created to represent 
the conformational arrangement of the chromosomes. These mathematical models are given as 
figures created using ChemSketch drawing software.   
 
Literature Review 
Mendel’s experiments with pea plants allowed him to study the basic patterns of genetic 
inheritance. He described genes as discrete units of hereditary information (Brooker, 2009). 
Although simple Mendelian patterns of inheritance still hold for many genes, many complex 
modes of inheritance have since been discovered. Pearson observes that plants can use inherited 
RNA to rewrite their own DNA, viruses exhibit alternative splicing, and theories of epigenetic 
inheritance have begun to develop (Pearson, 2006). Transposable elements, presetting, 
facultative heterochromatin, paramutation, and imprinting all contribute to the growing 
complexity of genetic regulation (Slotkin et al., 2007). These biological processes have begun to 
change the definition of a gene; therefore, it is becoming increasingly important to understand 
the processes that govern the pathway from DNA sequence to functional protein.  
 Chromosomal rearrangement, an especially curious process of gene regulation, is readily 
observed in ciliates. These single celled eukaryotes possess a micronucleus (MIC) that contains 
nonfunctional, scrambled DNA used only for transmission of genetic material, as well as a 
macronucleus (MAC), which contains shorter, ordered chromosomes that are transcriptionally 
active. After sexual conjugation, MIC DNA is converted to MAC DNA through chromosomal 
DNA rearrangement (Cavalcanti et al., 2006). Understanding this complex process is the first 
step towards understanding DNA rearrangement in higher eukaryotes.  
 The MIC contains DNA with scrambled MDSs and IESs. MDSs, macronuclear 
designated sequences, are the regions of DNA that are present in the MAC chromosomes. IESs, 
internal eliminated sequences, are scattered amongst the MIC MDSs, and are excised during 
genomic rearrangement. Prescot and Greslin proposed an intracellular rearrangement model for 
the actin I gene in Oxytricha nova. Their laboratory work found no unscrambled copy of the 
actin I gene in the MIC, and demonstrated that the actin I gene was also scrambled in O. trifallax 
(Prescott et al., 1992). These results indicated that rearrangement of the MIC must occur, and 
that similar processes must occur in related organisms.  
 In order to illustrate the mechanics of DNA rearrangement, Ehrenfeucht et al proposed a 
general model that represents gene rearrangements through cyclic graph decompositions 
(Ehrenfeucht et al., 2002). This integral work demonstrated the applicability and usefulness of 
mathematical analysis to understanding the biological process of DNA rearrangement. To 
account for the mechanisms of rearrangement, Ehrenfeucht et al subsequently proposed a 
template-guided model, in which the MIC DNA rearranges under the direction of MAC DNA 
templates. This model explained why short primers are sufficient to guide rearrangement, and 
accounted for the irreversibility of recombination in ciliates (Ehrenfeucht et al., 2003). Another 
model, proposed later by Ehrenfeucht et al, consists of a double-pattern DNA-guided 
rearrangement mechanism. This model explains IESs as a product of DNA repair and can 
produce all possible MIC gene patterns. It accounts for the presence of IESs, and provides a 
model for DNA rearrangement in which the MAC DNA serves as a template for ‘repair’ of the 
MIC DNA (Ehrenfeucht et al., 2006). 
 In a subtle but important shift from the DNA-guided recombination models, Angeleska et 
al suggested RNA as the template for DNA recombination. The RNA-guided model is likely, as 
it requires only four cuts to the MIC DNA backbone, instead of eight, and leaves the MAC 
template uncut. Angeleska et al also illustrated how virtual knot diagrams may be used to 
visualize and explain rearrangements (Angeleska et al., 2007). This important paper proposed a 
very plausible biological model for DNA rearrangement, as well as a mathematical method of 
modeling rearrangements. In a laboratory experiment, Nowacki et al demonstrated that RNA 
transcripts are present in the cell during the time of MIC recombination, that interfering with 
RNA sequences alters rearrangement products, that changing the MAC DNA sequence alters 
rearrangement products, and that injection of differential RNA templates into the ciliate results in 
differential rearrangement products (Nowacki et al., 2008). These findings add validity to the 
template-guided models and provide strong support for the RNA-guided model.  
 In order to visualize potential chromosomal rearrangement paths, Angeleska et al 
describe the mathematical process of modeling RNA-mediated chromosomal rearrangements 
through assembly graphs (Angeleska et al., 2009). This work demonstrates the validity and 
usefulness of assembly graphs as models for DNA rearrangement. Having demonstrated the 
legitimacy of applying mathematical modeling to ciliate DNA rearrangements, it is now 
necessary to make models of specific chromosomal rearrangements. In particular, it is important 
to examine the maximum number of simultaneous intra-chromosomal excision events that can 
occur. This work considers biological constraints while producing mathematical assembly 
graphs.  
 
Research Findings 
The results indicate that a substantial number of ciliate recombination events can occur 
through parallel pathways. The assembly graphs demonstrate that almost all recombination 
events between non-sequential MDSs can occur simultaneously. This finding suggests that 
chromosome rearrangement may take place very few steps. A first step provides for the removal 
of IESs between non-scrambled MDSs (Mollenbeck et al., 2008). A second provides for the 
removal of IESs between scrambled MDSs. This second step may require more than one 
rearrangement pathway, but can often be accomplished in one. 
Structural similarities can be observed when the assembly graphs classified by the gene 
encoded. The Actin I genes of Sterkiella histriomuscorum, Stylonychia pustulata, and Sterkiella 
nova all present circular assembly graphs with few, if any, parallel excisions. The lack of 
significant parallel pathways in these short genes is likely due to the fact that most of the MDSs 
are not scrambled, leaving only a few IES excisions after the primary removal of IESs between 
non-scrambled MDSs. All of the models indicate that multiple excision events are required to 
excise the IESs between MDSs 5, 6, and 7. The IESs excised here are short, and are most likely 
excised individually, as it would be nearly impossible for the chromosomes to take the 
conformation necessary to perform both excisions simultaneously. Two separate excisions, 
however, would not present a significant challenge to the cell, as these excisions are small, 
uncomplicated, and would require only two recombinations. 
The Alpha Telomere Binding Protein genes are more complex, containing 14-18 MDSs. 
The assembly graphs indicate that an efficient system of parallel pathways exists for 
recombination in these longer genes. For each chromosome modeled, the assembly graph of this 
gene exhibits a circle-and-tail conformation. This conformation is structurally viable, and allows 
the cell to perform rearrangements in just two steps. The assembly graphs of the Alpha Telomere 
Binding Proteins provide evidence that ciliate genes encode parallel pathway mechanisms to 
economize the processing of longer chromosomes.  
As the longest and most complex chromosomes, the DNA Polymerase Alpha genes must 
be directed through recombination by an efficient editing mechanism. The assembly graphs 
indicate that these genes can take on a bubble-and-zipper confirmation. This structure is formed 
when the long chromosome folds in half, allowing the MDSs to be aligned in the appropriate 
order, on alternating halves of the chromosome. The sequences can then quickly and efficiently 
recombine at the vertices through one large parallel pathway. Again, these assembly graphs, like 
those of the Alpha Telomere Binding Proteins, demonstrate that the cell is able to perform 
rearrangements in just two steps. The arrangement of sequences in these chromosomes encodes 
for a simple conformation which allows for mass-parallel excisions, economizing extensive 
rearrangements. 
Overall, the patterns that demonstrate the maximum parallel pathways are not 
complicated. Instead of a lengthy, tedious system, the assembly graphs suggest that ciliates 
utilize an efficient, zipper-like mechanism. These ciliate chromosomes encode efficient, 
consistent, high-fidelity rearrangement mechanisms, guided by RNA transcripts of MAC DNA.  
 
Conclusions 
The assembly graphs, produced according to biological constraints, suggest that ciliates 
perform extensive chromosomal rearrangements via conformationally simple polygonal 
pathways. These pathways allow for most recombination events to occur in parallel. This 
mechanism is logical, as it speeds the immense and intricate process of chromosomal 
recombination.  
The assembly graphs also display the evolved efficiency of ciliates. MIC chromosomes 
contain IESs in patterns that allow the chromosomes to take simple conformations which allow 
for aggregate parallel braiding events. MAC chromosomes are used a template to produce RNA 
transcripts, which guide braiding at pointers as well as proofread the new chromosomes. Hence, 
the efficient mechanism for the silencing of IESs and the reorientation of MDSs is written within 
the chromosomes themselves. The location of this editing mechanism, intrinsic to the 
chromosome, adds considerations to the changing definition of a gene.  
Much like the regulation of IESs, TEs are regulated by sequences present within the gene 
where they are located. An understanding of IESs regulation in ciliates will lead to a better 
understanding of human TE regulation. This knowledge will result in a better understanding of 
epigenetic processes, a collection of processes with important implications to human genetics.  
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